Family gather for Betty’s 100th
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Fundraising Day

On 13th August a fundraising day was held in the Glebe
Centre to raise funds for Michael to go on his dream holiday to Blackpool organised by the Manager and staff of
Next Outlet at Dalton Park.
Organization
Michael who has Bilateral Cerebral Palsy which affects
all of his limbs and airways including swallowing is pictured opposite with his Mum Donna and 2 brothers Matthew and Martin.and staff from Next .A total of £1600
was raised Chairman Tom Pinkney is pictured presenting
donations from Murton Parish Council.
This story can fit 175-225 words.
If your newsletter is folded and mailed, this story will appear on the back. So, it’s a good idea to make it easy to read at a
glance.
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A listing of names and titles of managers in your organization is a good way to give your newsletter a personal touch. If
In accordance with legislation—it is now a statutory requirement to publish allowances received by members of
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R Adcock-Forster, A Cowley, J Griffiths, L Grogan, M Haswell, R Kelly, JG Lormor, G Maitland, H Napier, P

You can also use this space to remind readers to mark their calendars for a regular event, such as a breakfast meeting for
Penman, G Rennoldson, L Riley and S Ward.
vendors every third Tuesday of the month, or a biannual charity auction. Caption describing picture or graphic.

What,s on Glebe Centre

If space is available, this is a good place to insert a clip art image or some other graphic.

Children,s Halloween Disco, Friday 30h October 2-4pm
Heritage Weekend saturdya and Sunday 14th & 15th November 10-4.pm.
Leeds Trip Sunday, 6th December Tickets £10 leaves Glebe at 8am return 5pm.
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One benefit of using your newsletter as a promotional tool is that you can reuse content from other marketing materials,
The last election was in May 2013.
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such as press releases, market studies, and reports.
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A great way to add useful content to your newsletter is to develop and write your own articles, or include a calendar of
upcoming events or a special offer that promotes a new product.
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Much of the content you put in your newsletter can also be used for your Web site. Microsoft Publisher offers a simple way
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Sales figures or earnings will show how your business is growing.
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Staff
Some newsletters include a column that is updated every issue, for instance, an advice column, a book review, a letter
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from the president, or an editorial. You can also profile new employees or top customers or vendors.
The Clerk of the Council
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You may also want to note business or economic trends, or make predictions for your customers or clients.

Selecting pictures or graphics is an important part of adding content to your newsletter.

Councillor Liam Grogan

0755 7362470
0776 9672538

Caption describing picture or

Microsoft Publisher includes thousands of clip art images from which you can choose and import graphic.
into your newsletter.
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There are also several tools you can use to draw shapes and symbols.
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Moor View, The Village, Murton
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Macmillan Concert held 25th April
A whopping £1420 was raised from this annual conlighting in car parks. The Parish Council are also responcert held in the Glebe Centre. Local Band Miff n
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“To catch the reader's attention, place an interesting sentence or quote from the story here.”

This story can fit 75-125 words.
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Selecting pictures or graphics is an important part of adding content to your newsletter.
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One benefit of using your newsletter as a promotional tool is that you can reuse content from other marketing materials,
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such as press releases, market studies, and reports.
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petition and the winners of the 2015 entries were:
A great way to add useful content to your newsletter is to develop and write your own articles, or include a calendar of
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Much of the content you put in your newsletter can also be used for your Web site. Microsoft Publisher offers a simple way
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to convert your newsletter to a Web publication. So, when you’re finished writing your newsletter, convert it to a Web site
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